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Instructions for the provision of requested documents

Your institution responded that it maintains documents in one or more of the following categories:

A. Manufacturing documents or studies stating the accuracy of the to Ion Spectrometer Scanning Methods
B. Documents identifying the number of Visitors turned away because of the scanning method
C. Information related to the training methods used for operators
D. Staff comments regarding training methods used for operators
E. Records of equipment failure and repairs

Please forward all responsive documents on or before August 21, 2009. If you need additional time, contact Wilson Moorer via email.

The copies should be submitted in electronic format to WMoorer@bop.gov. If you are unable to provide electronic copies, please let Wilson know.

To ensure that the records are processed properly, either:
1. Include the enclosed cover sheets at the front of each category of responsive documents when scanning, or
2. Send the documents in separate emails that clearly specify the category of records you are sending.

If you have questions, please call Wilson Moorer at 202.514.6655.
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This Section Contains:

A. Manufacturing documents or studies stating the accuracy of the to Ion Spectrometer Scanning Methods

Location: FCI SAFFORD

Name and phone number of person conducting search: NONE
This Section Contains:

B. Documents identifying the number of Visitors turned away because of the scanning method

Location: FCI Safford

Name and phone number of person conducting search:

24 memorandums were signed by the Warden between Sept 19, 2005 and Dec. 21, 2007. On Jan 31, 2008 FCI Safford took the Ion machine offline. The Ion machine has not been used at FCI Safford since that date.
This Section Contains:

C. Information related to the training methods used for operators

Location: FCI Safford

Name and phone number of person conducting search:

Training records are on file in the sis dept. in reference to staff trained on the use of ion machine.
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This Section Contains:
E. Records of equipment failure and repairs

Location: FCI Samson

Name and phone number of person conducting search:

No reports of equipment failure or repairs documented.